Abstract Prognostic scores have been proposed as outcome based confounder adjustment scores akin to propensity scores. However, prognostic scores have not been widely used in the substantive literature. Instead, comorbidity scores, which are limited versions of prognostic scores, have been used extensively by clinical and health services researchers. A comorbidity is an existing disease an individual has in addition to a primary condition of interest, such as cancer. Comorbidity scores are used to reduce the dimension of a vector of comorbidity variables into a single scalar variable. Such scores are often added to regression models with other non-comorbidity variables such as age and sex, both for analyzing prognosis and for confounder adjustment when analyzing treatment effects. Despite their widespread use, the properties of and conditions under which comorbidity scores are valid dimension reduction tools in statistical models is largely unknown. In this article, we show that under relatively standard assumptions, comorbidity scores can have equal prognostic and confounder-adjustment abilities as the individual comorbidity variables, but that biases can occur if there are additional effects, such as interactions, of covariates beyond that captured by the comorbidity score. Simulations were performed to illustrate empirical properties and a data example using breast cancer data from the SEER Medicare Database demonstrates the application of these results.
Introduction
Prognostic scores have been proposed for the use of confounding adjustment in health services research, such as Hansen (2008) and DuGoff et al. (2014) . However, searches of publication indices suggest that prognostic scores have not been widely incorporated into the substantive literature. Instead, comorbidity scores, which are diminutive versions of prognostic scores, have been used in tens of thousands of research papers. Comorbidity scores are summary variables of multiple health conditions, and do not contain information on non-health related variables such as age or sex. Two of the most widely used summary comorbidity measures are the Charlson Comorbidity Index, developed using hazard ratios by Charlson et al. (1987) , and the Elixhauser Score, developed by Elixhauser et al. (1998) , and later formed into a score by van Walraven et al. (2009) . Despite the popularity of comorbidity scores in the substantive literature, the conditions under which they can be appropriately used in statistical models has not been extensively studied. In this paper, we establish the properties of summary comorbidity measures and provide thorough guidance for their use in prognosis and in confounder control.
The little that is known about the use of summary comorbidity measures within statistical models focuses on prognosis, or in the ability of summary comorbidity scores to provide as much information as the individual comorbidities when predicting the risk of a time-to-event survival outcome (Austin et al. 2015; Egleston et al. 2015) . We add new insights into the use of summary comorbidity scores in prognosis by formally showing that summary comorbidity measures can provide valid dimension reduction tools both when formulated nonparametrically via a hazard and when formulated semiparametrically in proportional hazards models, which are widely used in practice. We also provide guidance on how best to estimate them. For example, while Hansen (2008) discussed the estimation of prognostic scores in general, questions about whether prognostic scores should be estimated from historical cohorts are still unanswered. We address some of these questions for comorbidity scores.
While demonstrating the validity of a summary comorbidity measure when used alone for prognostic purposes is important, often in practice, comorbidity scores are used in conjunction with other covariates to control for confounding when analyzing treatment effects. In addition to the previously mentioned insights into the use of summary comorbidity measures for prognosis, this article presents some of the first results on their use for confounder control when analyzing treatment effects. It is shown that, although summary comorbidity measures can provide valid dimension reduction tools for confounder control, care must be taken in the presence of additional contemporary effects of individual comorbidities or interactions with other covariates.
Examples 2.1 Charlson Comorbidity Index
To illustrate summary comorbidity scores, in this subsection we discuss one of the most popular. The Charlson Comorbidity Index is a summary measure that was first developed for prognosis and predicting risk of death from medical records data. However, due to its widespread use and success, it has been adapted to health claims data, and is also being investigated for its use with questionnaire-based and physician claims-based data. Charlson et al. (1987) proposed a summary score that is based on over 20 medical conditions diagnosed from hospital data that have a wide range of severity. Each condition is represented by a score of 1 to 6, with 6 being the most severe conditions, such as a malignant tumor or AIDS, and 1 being less severe conditions, such as an ulcer or diabetes. If a condition is present in an individual, then they are given the score that is assigned to that condition. When all of an individual's scores are summed, the Charlson Index has been calculated and can be used to predict mortality.
The Charlson Index is different from a prognostic score, which Hansen (2008) explains is a measure that summarizes covariates' association with potential outcomes. A prognostic score includes all confounders, while the Charlson Index is calculated using a select set of comorbidities weighted based on historical cohort estimates. The Charlson Comorbidity Index was first developed using ICD-9 (International Classification of Diseases) codes, but when the new ICD-10-CA codes were implemented, Quan et al. (2005) showed that this new administrative data performed as well, if not out-performed, the older ICD-9 codes.
For patients diagnosed with cancer, the Charlson Comorbidity Index is calculated by adding up 15 indicator variables related to non-cancer comorbidities weighted on their severity. Table 1 shows a breakdown of these variables and their corresponding weights.
SEER Medicare Data
To explore the use of comorbidity scores in practice, we will consider breast cancer data from the SEER Medicare Database. The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program is run by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and reports on cancer incidence in the United States. The SEER program is a population-based cancer registry To be considered a comorbidity, an individual generally had to have at least two claims for a relevant comorbidity at least 30 days apart. The requirement of having two claims was to ensure that ''rule-out'' diagnostic claims were not counted as comorbidities. In total, 155,106 patients are included in this dataset, approximately 99.0% female, and 61% of all of the patients were alive. We coded comorbidities using the algorithms of Deyo et al. (1992) , Romano et al. (1993) and Klabunde et al. (2000) as implemented in an adapted program available at http://healthcaredelivery.cancer.gov/seermedicare/considerations/calculation. html (as accessed on May 23, 2017). The Charlson Comorbidity Index works as a type of prognostic-balancing score for the set of comorbidities included in the formation of the Index . To illustrate this property, choosing an individual comorbidity, such as cerebrovascular disease (CVD), it can be seen that the Charlson Index balances the SEER data as in Fig. 1 . In the overall data, patients who did not have cerebrovascular disease had a higher survival probability than those who did have cerebrovascular disease. However, when stratifying by the Charlson score, the survival probabilities are much more similar regardless of whether an individual had cerebrovascular disease or not.
3 Summary comorbidity measures for prognosis
Nonparametric time-dependent formulation
Many studies have been conducted to empirically examine if it is better to use a summary measure or the individual comorbidities to predict mortality, but different investigations have produced several different results. For example, Lieffers et al. (2011) used colorectal cancer data and found that a model created using the Charlson comorbidity index produced similar results as a model of the individual comorbidities, but Sundararajan et al. (2007) came to the opposite conclusion using diverse cross national datasets. This subsection summarizes the known methodological justification and properties of comorbidity scores and subsequent subsections present new results.
Let T be a random variable denoting survival time. Let X be a vector of comorbidities, X ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . .; X n g 0 , and x be a vector of the realized values, x ¼ fx 1 ; . . .; x n g 0 . Let b 0 t ðXÞ be a comorbidity score formed from a historical cohort, and let h 0 ðÁÞ, f 0 ðÁÞ, and S 0 ðÁÞ be the hazard, density, and survival of this historical cohort. We use the superscript 0 to emphasize that these correspond to functions relevant to the historical cohort. Consider the time-dependent summary comorbidity measure defined nonparametrically by the hazard
The following theorem, whose proof is given in Austin et al. (2015) and Egleston et al. (2015) , provides the validity of b 0 t X ð Þ as a summary measure for prognosis. 
Semiparametric time-invariant formulation
Although the nonparametric formulation provides a very general tool and a valid timedependent summary comorbidity score, often in practice a semiparametric proportional hazards model is used and a time-invariant score is desired. This is the case with the Charlson Comorbidity Index. The proportional hazards model is defined as
and the hazard ratio (HR) is defined as This is the hazard ratio that compares the hazard associated with the sum of the comorbidity weights to the hazard when the score is set to zero; the hazard when the score is zero is simply the baseline hazard, k 0 ðtÞ. Austin et al. (2015) and Egleston et al. (2015) suggested that it was applicable to use the hazard ratio as opposed to the hazard in the result for the validity of summary measures under the proportional hazards model and consider
Note that under the proportional hazards model, the hazard ratio does not depend on t, providing a time-invariant score. The following corollary, whose proof is provided in online supplementary material, establishes the validity of b 0 X ð Þ as a summary measure for prognosis. We use the corollary to more clearly map Theorem 1 to the hazard ratio, as many published comorbidity summary measures are derived from functions of hazard ratios.
Corollary 1 Let b
0 ðXÞ represent a comorbidity score defined from a historical hazard ratio as in Eq. (2). The comorbidity score, b 0 ðXÞ, is valid for the proportional hazards model in that
Since k 0 ðtÞ is the baseline hazard in both hazard ratios, this is equivalent to
The Charlson score was created by summing estimated hazard ratios (i.e. exponentiated Cox 1972, model coefficients) rather than summing coefficients and then exponentiating the linear predictor, as the proof indicates would be more appropriate. While summing the exponentiated coefficients might be suboptimal, Charlson and colleagues had the fortuity of assigning points of 1, 2, 3, or 6 to conditions. In practice, hazard ratios of ! 1:2 to \1:5 were rounded to 1, while the other scores were directly rounded. The rounded and limited range (i.e. no scores of 4 or 5) maintained the same approximate relative importance of the log coefficients. For example, log(6)/log(1.35) is approximately 6, which is the same as the 6/1 relative importance given by Charlson's rounded weights.
Historical cohorts and contemporary studies
In practice, comorbidity scores are based on historical cohorts, but used to analyze data from contemporary studies. For example, the Charlson Comorbidity Index was proposed in 1987 but has been used perennially since then. Let hðÁÞ represent the hazard from a contemporary group, such as the SEER breast cancer population. The following theorem and corollary, whose proofs are provided in supplementary material, establish the validity of time-dependent and time-invariant comorbidity scores based on historical cohorts in accounting for comorbidities in a contemporary group under the equivalence of conditional survival distributions. 
While the assumption that hftjXg ¼ h 0 ftjXg might seem to be a strong assumption that justifies the use of historically derived comorbidity scores in contemporary research, this is an evaluable assumption. We will demonstrate in Sect. 6 that these are reasonable assumptions in some cases.
Estimation of hftjXg in the presence of censoring
In this section, we considered the hazard with respect to the survival time T. In actual practice, many only observe the survival time in the presence of censoring, as not all participants of a study may have died by the end of the study observation period. Typically, those who estimate comorbidity scores, such as Charlson and colleagues, assume that censoring is independent of survival time given covariates, such as X. Implicit in the estimation section below, we assume that censoring is similarly non-informative. Future work can elucidate the conditions under which dependent censoring can impact the utility of a comorbidity summary measure (e.g. Jackson et al. 2014 ).
Comorbidity measures for confounder control in treatment effect estimation
In clinical research, although predicating prognosis is important, understanding the effect of treatment is often the primary goal. Let us consider a treatment variable, Z, and a vector of additional covariates, W, such as age, sex, and race, as are often included in statistical models. We use W for notation to distinguish the non-comorbidity covariates (i.e. W) from the comorbidity covariates (i.e. X). For the breast cancer data example to follow, Z ¼ 1 indicates that the patient had treatment and Z ¼ 0 indicates that the patient did not. To facilitate the formulation of a treatment effect, we utilize the potential outcomes framework, which was developed by Neyman (1923) and extended to nonrandomized observational studies by Rubin (1974) and Holland (1986) . Under the potential outcomes framework, there are two random variables for survival for each subject: T 0 is survival under control and T 1 is survival under treatment. Data will only provide information about the realization of one of these variables for a given subject, depending on what treatment is given. We let h 0 ðÁÞ, f 0 ðÁÞ, and S 0 ðÁÞ and h 1 ðÁÞ, f 1 ðÁÞ, and S 1 ðÁÞ represent the hazard, density, and survival of T 0 and T 1 , respectively for the contemporary population. Let fÁ? Á jÁg represent the independence of two variables conditional on a third variable. The causal hazard ratio treatment effect is given by the ratio h 1 ðtÞ=h 0 ðtÞ and if randomization occurs, this can be identified by h 1 ðtjZ ¼ 1Þ=h 0 ðtjZ ¼ 0Þ: Since we want to estimate the hazard ratio treatment effects conditional on the covariates, X, and additional covariates, W, we can use expectations as follows E X;W ½h 1 ðtjZ ¼ 1; X; WÞ E X;W ½h 0 ðtjZ ¼ 0; X; WÞ ;
where h 1 ftjZ ¼ 1; X; Wg can be estimated using the treatment group and h 0 ftjZ ¼ 0; X; Wg can be estimated using the control group. We investigate the properties of summary comorbidity measures for analyzing treatment effects under assumptions. We make the commonly used Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) of causal inference, given by Rubin (1978) . This states that the binary treatments are well defined (i.e. there are not multiple types of treatments grouped together), and that individuals' treatment decisions and outcomes are independent (i.e no treatment interference among patients that may cause correlated outcomes). We further make a more formalized strong ignorability (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) assumption as follows.
Assumption 1 fT 0 ; T 1 g?ZjX; W:
Next, we assume that the conditional hazards can be partitioned as an underlying baseline hazard that only depends on the comorbidities X, in addition to further proportional effects that depend on either W (the non-comorbidity variables) or X.
Assumption 2 There exist positive functions a 0 ; a 1 ; n 0 ; n 1 such that
In this parameterization, a 0 and a 1 represent the main effects of W and n 0 and n 1 account for additional contemporary main effects of X and possible interaction effects between X and W in the risk of death under control and treatment, respectively. We partition the additional effects of X and W into the a j and n j functions so that we can more easily examine identifiability in the presence of additional W-related main effects and X related main and interaction effects separately. Without loss of generality, to aid identifiability, it is assumed that n j cannot be a function of W alone, or that n j X; W ð Þ¼h j W ð Þ for some function h j only if n j X; W ð Þ¼1 for all X; W.
Theorem 3 Let b 0 t ðXÞ represent a comorbidity score defined from a hazard for a historical population as in Eq. (1). Under Assumptions 1 and 2, h j t j X; W ð Þ¼ As with the properties for prognosis investigated in Sect. 3, results similar to those given in Theorem 3 for the nonparametric time-dependent scores exist for the semiparametric time-invariant scores under a proportional hazard model.
Corollary 3 Let b
0 ðXÞ represent a comorbidity score defined by a hazard ratio as in Eq. (2). Under Assumptions 1 and 2,
Note that B j ðÁÞ is not a function of t in Corollary 3. The results of Theorem 3 and its corollary point to two distinct settings when considering the use of summary comorbidity measures in analyzing treatment effects that depend on the presence of interactions. First, if n j ðX; WÞ is only a function of X through the historical comorbidity score, b 0 t ðXÞ, then B j ðt j X; WÞ ¼ 1, and the summary comorbidity measures are sufficient in estimating risk for both treatment and control in that h j t j X; W ð
It immediately follows that, in the absence of additional effects of X beyond the effect through b 0 t ðXÞ, the historical comorbidity score is also valid in estimating the treatment effect where
It should be noted that observed data can be used to estimate the treatment effect since, under Assumption 1, Eq. (5) Next, consider the case where there is an interaction such that n j ðX; WÞ 6 ¼ 1 for some X; W. If the function only depends on X through b 0 t X ð Þ, then B j t j X; W ð Þ¼1, and the summary comorbidity score is valid for the hazard and for the treatment effect. A simple example when W is one-dimensional is when n j ðX; WÞ ¼ exp sb 0 t ðXÞW È É for some s 6 ¼ 0. If the function does not depend on the comorbidities only through the summary comorbidity score, then B j t j X; W ð Þ6 ¼ 1 for some X and W, and the use of summary comorbidity scores will result in biased estimates of the hazard. An example is when b 0 t ðXÞ is a function of all the comorbidities but n j ðX; WÞ is only a function of one of the comorbidities. However, if the additional effect of the comorbidities is the same under treatment and control such that n 0 ðX; WÞ ¼ n 1 ðX; WÞ, and more specifically, B 1 t j X; W ð Þ = B 0 t j X; W ð Þ¼ 1, then the bias terms negate one another so that Eq. (5) still holds. Consequently, although estimates of the hazards are biased, summary comorbidity scores are valid in the estimation of the treatment effect.
5 Simulation studies
Comorbidity measures with treatment variable and additional covariates
The first simulation study explores the use of a summary comorbidity measure with additional covariates, W, as well as with an added treatment variable, Z. The baseline results, without additional covariates, for this simulation study are given in Austin et al. (2015) . Let X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ; X 4 be four comorbidities, W be an additional covariate, such as age, sex, or race, and Z be the treatment variable. The treatment variable, Z, is calculated with an inverse logit model where
if there is a weak relationship between the covariates and their treatment assignment and
if there is a strong relationship between the covariates and their treatment assignment. The covariates, X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ; X 4 , and the additional covariate, W, are distributed as
logit½PðX 2 ¼ 1jX 1 ; WÞ ¼ À1:9 þ 1:1W þ 1:4X 1 ð7Þ
The hazard models with the individual covariates are given by 
À2W
; so that the log-treatment effect is 2. Note that this setting includes no interactions, or in the notation of Assumption 2, n j X; W ð Þ¼1; j ¼ 0; 1. Survival times were generated using an exponential distribution,
Censoring times were generated using an exponential distribution with a rate of 0. in which we used c b 0 ðXÞ for b 0 ðXÞ, as is done, for example, when one uses a published comorbidity measure. Both the historical and contemporary samples were subject to censoring. The log-treatment effect (Log TE) was the estimated.
Simulations were run with varying sample sizes and coefficient sizes, as well as varying number of coefficients. The results are displayed in Table 2 , where a 'coefficient size' of 1 represents unscaled covariates and a 'coefficient size' of 1.5 denotes that the coefficients, with the exception of the intercepts, in Eq. (6) through Eq. (9) are multiplied by a constant factor of 1.5 when developed. The category 'number of coefficients' is denoted as a 4 if all four covariates, X ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ; X 4 g, are used and as a 2 if only two of the covariates, X ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 g, are used. The category 'treatment set' is denoted as 'weak' if there is a weak relationship of covariates with treatment and as 'strong' if there is a strong relationship of covariates with treatment. The 'sample size' used in these simulations is either 250 or 2500.
The table shows that the estimated log-treatment effects for each model are approximately 2, which is in agreement with the model of the individual covariates. The table also shows the concordance estimate. A pair is said to be concordant if the hazard of death is smaller for the patient that lived longer in the pair. Harrell et al. (1996) developed a C-Statistic that is the proportion of all patient pairs that have concordant outcomes. Here, we use the concordance probability estimate (CPE) developed by Gönen and Heller (2005) because it is an asymptotically unbiased estimator due to being a function of the regression parameters and the covariate distribution only. We see that the discriminatory power and predictive accuracy is high for each model at approximately 0.80.
The effect of interaction
This section illustrates the effect of interaction when interactions are different for each treatment. Five hundred simulations were run with varying sample sizes and coefficient sizes, as well as varying number of coefficients, as described previously. The survival model for the individual covariates with different interactions for different treatment is given by
We estimated the comorbidity measure in our ''historical'' cohort using the linear predictor from a Cox regression that only included the four X p variables. We then used the estimate of the comorbidity score for b 0 ðXÞ in the model below which was estimated in the contemporary samples. The treatment effect was estimated by b c. The results can be seen in Table 3 for each combination of varying categories. The concordance estimate is still high for each model at approximately 0.80. However, the table now shows that the estimated log treatment effect for each model are no longer approximately 2, which illustrates the bias incurred when using summary comorbidity scores in the presence of different interaction effects. Simulations that illustrate the lack of bias when interactions are the same within the treatment groups are presented in supplementary material.
6 Deciding whether to use a historically derived comorbidity score
Here, we demonstrate with data how one may evaluate the conditions set forth by the theorems and corollaries above. In this way, a researcher can decide whether a previously published or historically derived comorbidity score is appropriate for one's own endeavor.
In this example, we will again use the linked SEER Medicare breast cancer database (see Sect. 2.2) where treatment is coded as Z ¼ 1 if a person received chemotherapy treatment reimbursable by Medicare parts A or B and Z ¼ 0 if they did not. For this example, let W be a vector of additional covariates which includes the categorical variables of sex, race/ ethnicity, AJCC stage, grade, and the continuous variables of year of diagnosis, age, tumor size, and number of positive nodes. Survival time, T, was given in years and months. Sex is an indicator variable denoting male or female. Race was defined as denoting a patient as Hispanic or non-Hispanic White, Black, Asian, or other/unknown. Grade was defined using the SEER differentiation qualifiers of well, moderate, poor, undifferentiated, or unknown. We will demonstrate the applicability of the Charlson Comorbidity Index in our SEER Medicare breast cancer sample. We will use proportional hazard models as they are commonly used by clinical investigators. Let hftjb 0 ðXÞg represent the hazard in our SEER breast cancer population conditional on a comorbidity score derived from a historical control; note that this is a different population than the population used to develop the Charlson Comorbidity Index. 
Evaluating Theorem 2 and Corollary 2
In Fig. 1 , we demonstrated how one could investigate the prognostic balance of the Charlson score using stratified Kaplan Meier curves. The balance achieved in the figures after conditioning on the comorbidity score provides preliminary evidence that hftjXg ¼ hftjb 0 t ðXÞg; indicating that Theorem 2 may be applicable, at least for cerebrovascular disease. A more complete analysis would examine the balance of each comorbidity in X.
Next, we examine the applicability of Corollary 2. We demonstrate the use of the Charlson Comorbidity Index under a Weibull proportional hazards model where the density of survival in the contemporary population is given by
for scale parameter k [ 0, shape parameter c [ 0, and coefficient vector b. Note that for the Weibull model, contrary to the Cox proportional hazards model, the baseline hazard is not a function of the survival time. The parameter estimates for k, c, and b can be found via maximum likelihood estimation with respect to censoring. We present the maximum likelihood estimates of the Weibull proportional hazards model using the linked SEER Medicare breast cancer data in Table 4 (n ¼ 155;106). We see that scale (k) and shape (c) parameters are very similar when using either the individual comorbidities themselves or the Charlson comorbidity score. This provides evidence that the denominator baseline hazard for the hazard ratio in Eq. (3) of Corollary 2 is equivalent on both sides of the equation. Of note is that estimated hazard ratios in many cases are not consistent with the Charlson weights. For example, under Charlson and colleagues' rules for rounding, congestive heart failure (CHF) might more appropriately be given a score of 2 rather than 1. Quan et al. (2011) created updated weights to the Charlson score, which are more consistent with some of the estimated hazard ratios, but not with others. Also, AIDS seems not to affect mortality, but this may partly be due to the fact that AIDS is extremely rare, affecting only 14 patients in this older population of which 99.06% are female.
While we used a Weibull model above to investigate both the hazard ratios and the parametric baseline hazard function, Charlson and Table 2 shows that the estimated hazard ratios are similar to those of the Weibull model in Table 4 . The hazard ratios (HRs), hftjb 0 ðXÞg kðtÞ and hftjXg kðtÞ , along with the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for each factor are displayed, in addition to the concordance probability, or predictive accuracy, of the nonlinear model. Web Table 2 shows that Gönen and Heller's CPE is almost equal for the first model, kðtÞ . Both models had a concordance probability estimate of approximately 0.57, which means 57% of patient pairs had concordant outcomes where the patient who was predicted to survive longer actually did survive longer. Despite differences in individual hazard ratio estimates from our data versus historical data, this suggests in aggregate that Eq. (3) of Theorem 2, Corollary 2 holds.
Evaluating Theorem 3, Corollary 3
In Table 5 , we examine the group of older cases diagnosed with early stage breast cancer that was AJCC stages 2 or 3, estrogen-receptor status positive (ER positive), and who had either 1) surgery and radiation combined or 2) surgery and radiation in combination with chemotherapy (triple therapy). Chemotherapy during this time period had been shown to be less effective in ER positive patients (Giordano et al. 2006) . However, since our selected cases had stage 2 or 3 disease (rather than stage 1), there may have been some motivation to try chemotherapy for the low probability that there might be an individual effect. The number of cases in the relevant subgroup was 19,157; the number with complete covariate data (W) was 18,799. Of the 18,799, 56.63% had surgery and radiation without chemotherapy, 43.37% had triple therapy.
Not surprisingly given the ambiguities in effectiveness, the decision to give chemotherapy in this already substantially treated subgroup was related to comorbidities (odds ratio of giving chemotherapy for each unit increase in the Charlson score is 0.86, 95% CI 0.83-0.90). In the Cox regressions, we adjust for potential confounders ðWÞ, with the continuous variables entered via restricted cubic splines with three knots (Harrell 2001, pp. 11-40) . No one in this sample had AIDS, so that comorbidity was not included in the analysis. Before adjustment with the Charlson score, we see that chemotherapy, when added to surgery and radiation, has a beneficial effect (HR 0.91, 95% CI 0.85-0.97). However, when either the Charlson score or the comorbidities were added, the beneficial effect is substantially attenuated and no longer statistically significant (HR 0.96 for both models, 95% CI 0.90-1.02 when the Charlson score is added, 95% CI 0.90-1.03 when the individual comorbidities are added). The hazard ratios for the chemotherapy effect were the same when using a Cox regression, and Gönen and Heller's CPE was 0.657 for the model without comorbidities, 0.670 for the model with the Charlson score, and 0.669 for the model with the individual comorbidity variables. The equivalent inferences for the treatment effect when comparing the model with either the Charlson score or the comorbidities suggests that Eq. (4) of Corollary 3 holds and that B j X; W ð Þ¼1. These findings support the concept that the Charlson score represents more than a simple summary measure, but instead is also a surrogate for the significant selection bias in choosing those who did not receive chemotherapy and were less likely to benefit from it, which confounded the perceived benefit of that therapy before adjustment.
6.3 In which arm should prognostic balance be assessed for treatment studies?
Hansen (2008) discussed the degree to which the development or evaluation of prognostic scores should incorporate information from the treatment group. Here, our presentation might further help one decide. We have conceptualized published comorbidity scores akin to comorbidity scores estimated in historical control groups. However, under our assumptions and Theorem 3, the balance can be assessed under both arms separately using methods shown above. If B j ðtjX; WÞ ¼ 1 from Sect. 4, then h j ftjZ ¼ j; X; Wg ¼ h j ftjZ ¼ j; b 0 t ðXÞ; Wg and we have a no-effect modification case similar to that described by Hansen's Propositions 3 and 5. This would suggest that prognostic balance would hold within each treatment arm since the equality holds for both j equal to zero or one. We could demonstrate this balance visually using a figure similar to Fig. 1 separately for each arm.
In the presence of strong additional effects of W, one might want to use a regression separately in each arm in which hazard ratios are examined after further controlling for W, akin to our regressions in Tables 4 and 5. In the presence of additional effects in which B j ðtjX; WÞ 6 ¼ 1, but the effects cancel each other out, then assessing balance might be a bit more imprecise, and further diagnostics might need to be developed for this case in the future. However, our findings above suggest that the diagnostics we proposed worked well for our surgically treated SEER Medicare sample, in which we examined balance using the Charlson score. Combining arms might not be reasonable, because imbalance in comorbidity distributions between treatment arms might cause diagnostics, such as Fig. 1 using the combined sample, to give the impression of prognostic imbalance. Such imbalance would be due to confounding by the uncontrolled treatment effect, a confounding effect that we would remove by examining the arms separately.
Concluding remarks
Despite their widespread use as a dimension reduction tool in statistical models, the properties of summary comorbidity measures were widely unknown. We have demonstrated that they can indeed provide a valid dimension reduction tool, both for prognosis and for confounder control in the estimation of treatment effects, but that caution must be taken if the effect of any individual comorbidity on survival in the contemporary cohort differs from the historical controls used to develop the comorbidity score. As an example, our simulations demonstrated that interaction effects can invalidate the use of comorbidity scores. If such additional effects of the comorbidities in the contemporary sample are present and differ among the treatment groups, summary comorbidity scores from historical controls will lead to biased estimates and should be avoided. In such situations, one could formulate and use a prognostic score (Hansen 2008) . However, such scores combine the comorbidities and other covariates into a single measure, inhibiting one from evaluating their individual effects. Our data example provided a framework for how researchers might evaluate whether assumptions are applicable to a given dataset. We also demonstrated some diagnostic tools for evaluating whether it might be appropriate for a researcher to use a published comorbidity score for their own contemporary work. A topic of future substantive research will be the development of summary comorbidity scores that can provide a valid dimension reduction tool when interactions among comorbidities and other covariates exist, or when time dependent effects are present.
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